Illuminating Interviews
The Hunger Games – Final Project Grading

Written Interview  _____/ 50
- meets minimum requirements – 20 questions, complete answers, etc.
- format – interview is in the correct format discussed in class
- questions and answers show careful thought and reflection about the character and the themes discussed in class about the book – includes inferences and evidence

Presentation  _____/ 25
- shows adequate effort
- is creative and original
- accurately represents the written interview – no new material should be introduced unless you include it in your final draft

Portfolio/Process  _____/ 25
- rough draft stamped on time
- peer edits completed with evidence of response to peer comments
- reflection: In 1 page, double-spaced, consider what you learned about your specific character. Do you feel completely this assignment enhanced your understanding of the book at all? What are you proud of about this assignment? Where might you use interviews in your everyday life? Please include anything else you want to express about your experience completing this assignment.
- packet in order: grade sheet, reflection, final draft, early draft, peer review sheets

Total  _____/ 100